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The graphic design industry is very versatile, and that is one of the things that I really 
like about studying it. There is opportunity on pretty much everything, graphically 
speaking. Animation is one of those things that called attention, and being able to 
create a piece while learning the tool is even more impressive and rewarding.  
 
For this project, we had to create an animated piece that would represent the mood 
provided by three words, from our own imagination. This animation should last 
about 20 seconds, and with some audio soundtrack. “ Explosion, Surprise, Joy” were 
the words that set my animation. A gumball machine that lets all its gumballs fall 
once the machine is “activated”. As they fall, some of the gumballs will go throw some 
holes on the floor that will lead them to a city under the floor. The gumballs will fully 
stop at some point, followed by an explosion, which would look like confetti, and will 
illuminate the city. Basically the gumball machine is the object that provides joy to a 
dark city that needs surprising things. 
